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Small Angle Neutron Scattering Studies of the Vortex Lattice in theUPt3 Mixed State:
Direct Structural Evidence for the B ! C Transition
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Small angle neutron scattering studies of the flux line lattice (FLL) in UPt3 for fields H ' c provide
direct microscopic evidence for the 5 kOeB ! C transition. We find a pronounced maximum in the
longitudinal correlation length of the FLL at the transition and an abrupt change in the field dependence
of the scattered intensity which can be interpreted as a 15% decrease in the coherence length and a 9
increase in the penetration depth, consistent with discontinuities in the critical fields. Finally, in the
low field phase, the FLL distortion evolves roughly linearly with field, while in the high field phase it
appears to be less field dependent. [S0031-9007(97)02976-1]

PACS numbers: 74.70.Tx, 74.20.De, 74.25.Dw
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The heavy fermion metal UPt3 remains the cleanest an
most unambiguous example of a non-s-wave superconduc-
tor [1]. One consequence of this non-s-wave pairing is
the extraordinary and complex phase diagram [2] for
mixed state, shown schematically in the inset to Fig.
For s-wave pairing, there can be only one superconduct
state. However, in UPt3, there are field and pressure drive
transitions between different superconducting phases
as in superfluid3He. While the complex phase diagra
can be reproduced within the framework of a multicom
ponent order parameter model [4], the theories have m
parameters, and detailed microscopic verification has b
elusive. Indeed, other competing scenarios have been
troduced to explain various aspects of the phase diagr
These include transitions between single and doubly qu
tized vortices [5], stearic effects [6] due to noncylindric
vortices, and extrinsic effects [7] due to small scale ph
separation into distinct superconducting compounds w
different values ofTc andHc2.

In this Letter, we report on a detailed small angle neutr
scattering (SANS) study of the mixed state flux line latti
(FLL) in UPt3 as a function of applied magnetic field a
T  50 mK. SANS studies of the FLL are a unique
powerful probe of the microscopics of superconductivi
From them, one can extract the field and temperat
dependence of the coherence lengthj, penetration depth
l, three FLL correlation lengths, the value of the flu
quantum, and the structure of the unit cell of the FL
Our data show a number of remarkable effects in the F
at the 5 kOe transition, which separates the low fieldB
phase from the high fieldC phase. In particular, we find a
pronounced maximum in the longitudinal FLL correlatio
length, changes in bothj andl, and a change in the field
dependence of the lattice distortion. These measurem
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are compelling evidence that there exists a change in
microscopic superconducting state in UPt3 at theB ! C
transition. In the accompanying paper [8] it is shown ho
these results are consistent with a two-component or
parameter model.

The UPt3 crystal used here has been thoroughly chara
terized in several previous experiments [9]. It is a rig
circular cylinder, 5 mm in diameter and 30 mm long, wit
thec axis parallel to the cylinder axis. The 1700 Å mea
free path for electronic conduction along thec axis and
the split, zero field superconducting transition in the sp
cific heat are indicatative of a high quality sample. Th
experiments were performed on the SANS beam line
the cold neutron guide hall of the Risø DR3 reactor u
ing an area detector 6 m from the sample. Both t
magnetic field and the neutron beam were parallel to
a axis. All the SANS data shown here were taken
50 mK following a zero field cooled process. Field coole
data were found to be similar. The data in this expe
iment consist of rocking curves together with zero fie
backgrounds. Care was taken to keep the experim
tal resolution function field independent. The total roc
ing curve width iss2  s

2
i 1 x2s2

x 1 y2s2
y 1 suDlny

lnd2, where si is the intrinsic width of the FLL and
the other contributions are due to beam divergences
the x and they direction and the wavelength distribution
Dlnyln. The beam divergences were set by fixed pi
hole collimation at 6 m. In order to keep the instrument
contributions tos2 constant as the applied magnetic fie
was changed, the neutron wavelengthln was varied from
8.5 Å at low fields to 6.4 Å at high fields to keep the sca
tering angle2u fixed, and the beam divergence contribu
tions nearly fixed atxsx , 0.16± and ysy , 0.12±. A
fixed Dlnyln  0.36 gave a constantuDlnyln , 0.12±.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 3185
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A significant technical improvement resulted from th
use of (0001) single crystal sapphire windows in the th
mal shields of the dilution refrigerator, reducing the bac
ground scattering by a factor of 50. The detailed chan
in the FLL unveiled in this experiment were previous
[10] obscured by this background. The coarse featu
of the data are unchanged. The residual background
highly anisotropic [11] with significantly greater inten
sity along thecp direction. This background and the de
creased scattering wave vector lead to reducedSyN for
the two FLL peaks alongcp. Because of this, we have
assumed flux quantization [10] as previously determin
and used the remaining four bright, first order peaks to
termine the FLL unit cell. The data shown here requir
one month of reactor time to collect. It will not be po
sible to significantly improve on this experiment with th
present generation of reactor-based sources.

Three correlation lengths [12] can be extracted from
SANS experiment on a FLL. Two of these lengths,jrkG

and jr'G, measure correlations perpendicular to the fl
lines in directions parallel and perpendicular to the recip
cal lattice vectorG. In this experiment, these two length
are resolution limited. The third length,jL, measures
correlations along the flux lines and is extracted from t
FWHM of the rocking curve widths usingjL  2ytsi,
where t is the scattering vector andsi is the intrinsic
FLL width. Raw data from sample rocking curve
reveal an abrupt broadening forH . 4 kOe as shown
in Fig. 1. The intensity data in Fig. 1 are total coun
after subtraction of zero field data, in a7 3 7 box
s,35 3 35 mmd on the area detector, versus distan
from the Bragg conditionq0, as determined from the
center of Lorentzian fits. Figure 2(a) shows the inferr
values of jL from all rocking curves as a function o
field. In the region below 4 kOe, this length shows
gradual increase as the field increases. This effec
due to the increasing dominance of interactions o
disorder as the field and, hence, vortex density increa
[13]. An unusual and unexpected collapse ofjL occurs
at H  4 kOe. Collapse of the FLL correlation length
just below a phase transition is familiar from FLL meltin
[14] and the “peak effect” [12] belowHc2. In those cases
the reductions injrkG andjr'G are associated with a sof
mode of the FLL. The situation in UPt3 is less readily
apparent, although theB ! C transition does coincide
with a small change in the amplitude of the stagger
magnetization [9], which has been shown [15] to coup
to jL in the antiferromagnetic superconductor ErNi2B2C.

If a phase transition due to a complex superconduct
order parameter was responsible for the feature at 5 k
it would be expected to induce changes inl and j.
The intensity of the FLL Bragg reflections can be us
to measure these microscopic lengths. The first or
Ginzburg-Landau correction [16] to the London for
factor gives a reflectivityR  s2pg2l2

nty16f0
2tdH2

1
with sample thicknesst and form factor H1  sf0y
l2d s

p
3y8p2d exps24p2Bj2y

p
3f0d. A semilog plot of
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FIG. 1. Shown are the raw data from rocking curves for t
FLL at T  50 mk for fields of 6.5 kOe (a) and 4.0 kOe
(b), straddling theB ! C transition. Zero field data were
subtracted as background. The figure shows total counts
a 7 3 7 box on the detector. The scattered wave vector
shown asq 2 q0, whereq0 is the Bragg condition, determined
from the fitted center of a Lorentzian line shape. Because
the rapid decrease in reflectivity with field, the 4 kOe data we
taken with,1300 seconds per data point (secypt), whereas the
6.5 kOe data required,3200 secypt. Despite reduced statistic
at the higher field, the dramatic broadening is readily appare

the reflectivity versus field should be linear with a slop
determined byj and an intercept related tol. Shown in
Fig. 2(b) is the average intensity of the four bright fir
order reflections as a function of applied field. The
is a clear break in slope at 5 kOe, which we ha
used to define the location of theB ! C transition for
our sample, as this transition is known to be samp
dependent. Averaging all the data givesj , 110 Å and
l , 6000 Å as in previous studies [10,17]. The break
slope implies a change inj at the transition withj2

high 
0.71j

2
low . This change inj is consistent [18] with the

change in slope of the upper critical field≠Hc2y≠T 
f0ys2pj

2
0d. The change in the intercepts similarly give

l
2
high  1.19l

2
low . Changes in the fundamental lengt

scales,l and j, of a superconductor are convincin
evidence for a microscopic, thermodynamic transitio
The changes inl and j imply that the thermodynamic
critical field Hc ø 350 G increases withDHc  30 G at
the B ! C transition. The corresponding energy chan
of 125 ergycm3 is similar to the100 ergycm3 as measured
by studies of the specific heat [19]. The Clausiu
Clapeyron relations can be used to estimate the cha
in the internal fieldDB  2sDH2

c y2T d sdHydT d ø 1 G,
wheredHydT is the slope of theB ! C transition line.
This change was obscured by critical currents in glob
magnetization data [20], but should be observable with
local probe [21].
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FIG. 2. (a) Shown is the longitudinal correlation length
extracted from the SANS data (circles) and both transport (s
line) and magnetization (dashed line). (b) Shown is a plot
the log of the form factor as a function of field. The break
slope at 5 kOe implies a change in both the coherence len
and the penetration depth. (c) Shown is the field depende
of the lattice distortion. In theB phase the distortion is field
dependent and in theC phase, less so. The inset defines t
anglea. The dashed line across all panels defines theB ! C
transition.

The field dependent distortions of the FLL are an impo
tant signature [8,22] of a multicomponent order parame
To study these, we have done the following self-consist
analysis. We have used the intensity data to define
location of theB ! C transition for our sample and the
done a simple linear least squares fit to the data in b
the B andC phases. At low fields, we find the distorte
hexagonal lattice sketched in the inset of Fig. 2(c). F
a simple hexagonal lattice the anglea (defined in the in-
set) is 30±. Instead, we find thata starts out close to 20±

and grows linearly with a slope of,0.75 6 0.11±ykOe in
theB phase. Within anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau theo
[23], the distortion is given by tan2 a  m3ym1, where
m1 and m3 are the reduced effective masses'c and kc,
respectively, normalized tom2

1m3  1. The low field ex-
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trapolationa  20± suggests thatm1ym3 , 2.5, while the
measured [24] normal state values are 1.5–1.8. The d
crepancy is presumably due to gap anisotropy. Howev
the main point is that the observed field dependence in
B phase must arise from a complex superconducting st
The second observation which cannot by explained with
a conventional picture is that, in theC phase, the opening
angle appears to change less rapidly with field. In the h
field phase, the slope is found to be,0.37 6 0.28±ykOe,
roughly half of the value in theB phase. The implica-
tions of this field dependence have been discussed e
where [22].

Within the Larkin-Ovchinnikov (LO) model of weak,
random pinning, the longitudinal correlation length
related [25] to the critical current byLc  Afscjf0dy
sp2a2

0Jc6
p

12dg1y2. Studies [13] in NbSe2 have verified
this expression withA , 1. To examine this in UPt3 we
have extracted critical currents from two different me
surements—transport and magnetization. The transp
critical current [26] was measured using a1.0 3 0.5 3

4 mm3 bar cut from a nominally identical boule. To min
imize the self-heating effects in the flux flow regime
data were taken with the sample immersed in3He at
300 mK. The data were taken by regulating the dc cu
rent to keep≠Vy≠I fixed, equivalent to a 15 nVycm cri-
terion for the critical current, as the field was swep
These data are shown in Fig. 3. Somewhat surprising
there is no evidence for a feature at 5 kOe in the critic
current. One might naively expect that the critical cu
rent would change at theB ! C transition due either to
changes in the microscopic lengths,l and j, or the pin-
ning. Over much of the field range, we find thatJcB2

is roughly constant. However, this is consistent with
simple Anderson model [27] of collective pinning, wher
JcB2  f0scpy8pld sH2

c yl2d , j22l24, wherel is the
average distance between defects,Hc the critical field,
and p relates the free energy toH2

c y8p . Within this
approximation, the observed changes inj and l should

FIG. 3. Shown is the transport critical current as a functio
of applied field atT  300 mK. The data are plotted asJcB2

versus applied field following the Anderson model of collectiv
pinning. The broad maximum at 11 kOe is the peak effect f
this sample. The inset shows the schematic phase diagram
this field orientation.
3187
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cancel, leading to no change inJc at 5 kOe as we find
in the critical current data. The measuredJc implies
lyp  0.7 mm , l, a reasonable value. The smoo
variations shown are due to flux flow heating effects
high currents. Between 10 and 12 kOe, there is a br
peak effect in the critical current. This is associated w
the complete disordering of the FLL close toHc2, where
the shear modulus of the lattice softens and the FLL c
disorder to accommodate more pinning and the criti
current goes through a peak [28]. This scenario is s
ported by the 9 kOe SANS data, where we find the latt
to be quite disordered withjL , a0.

In order to also measure the magnetization of the sam
we have built a custom field gradient magnetometer us
a micromachined silicon cantilever whose deflection w
measured capacitively [29]. We measuredM-H loops at a
fixed temperature, 50 mK. The known sample geome
and the critical state model [30] were used to calculate
critical current fromM-H loops. Because of the geometr
of our sample and the magnetometer, we were restricte
H k c. However, our transport measurements showed
the anisotropy inJc is quite small, giving us confidence i
comparing these data to theH ' c.

Assuming the validity of the LO model, we can calcula
the longitudinal correlation lengths from both measur
values of the critical currents. These are shown as
dashed and solid lines in Fig. 2(a). In theB phase, the
correlation lengths extracted from both SANS and critic
currents agree reasonably well. However, in theC phase,
the LO model cannot account for the small values ofjL

as observed in the SANS data. It is unusual to se
disordering of the flux lattice, as measured byjL, with
the critical current unchanged. We believe that the d
in jL seen in the SANS data is not a simple pinning effe
but is perhaps due to the thermodynamics of the ph
transition at 5 kOe. If theB ! C transition was first order,
this could produce a regime of two-phase coexisten
of the B and C phases near the transition. Therefor
the disordering could be driven by the thermodynam
of the transition. Alternatively, the kinetic barriers t
transforming the vortex lattice symmetry from that in th
B phase to theC phase at low temperatures could also le
to substantial disorder.

In conclusion, we have reported on a detailed SAN
study of the FLL in the mixed state of UPt3. At the
B ! C transition, there are changes in the microsco
length scalesl and j, the FLL abruptly disorders, and
the field dependent distorted FLL in theB phase gives
way to a less field dependent, more isotropic FLL in t
C phase. These are the first observations which sh
how the vortex lattice is directly involved in theB !

C transition and the first to show that the microscop
lengths change. These results cannot be explained w
the framework of a conventional,s-wave superconductor
However, as discussed in the accompanying paper [8
two-component order parameter model is consistent w
our results.
3188
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